
Sermon Discussion Information 
 
Sermon Series: Colossians: “Ways to Make Christianity Healthy” 
 
Sermon Title: “Remember that the Separate Self is the Problem” 
 
Sermon Text: Colossians 3:1-17 
 
Listeners Journey: I want my listener to see loving connectedness to all things as the guiding principle of 
holiness for those made alive in Christ. 
	
Unique Quotes from Sermon: 
 
We are nearing the end of our six week teaching series on the New Testament letter to the Early 
Christian Church in Colossae— an agricultural town located on the southern bank of the Lycus River in 
the territory of Phrygia (modern Turkey), about 110 miles east of Ephesus.1 We have named this short 
series “Ways to Make Christianity Healthy” because of both the unique contribution this letter would have 
made in the first Century to the fledging Christian movement, and because of the ways it still helps the 
Christian movement today.  

 
Many Christians in our time acknowledge that our religious movement is adrift from its core purpose and 
mission—the core mission of reminding everyone everywhere that in and through the unique work of 
Christ they are loved by God and connected to one another, and, are to love God and love one another 
across human difference because of the profoundly sacred deposit of God in everyone and everything. 
Christian religion in America is going through a uniquely chaotic and reforming time because of how 
some segments of our movement are actually increasing fear and fracture in our society rather than 
intervening and disrupting the cycles of violence with Christ’s message of compassion, mercy, justice and 
reconciliation. The striking gap between Christians and the Christ has led many to simply walk away from 
church and religion. Others, though, are on a quest and journey of inquiry to discern how we got to this 
moment and what parts of our Christian theology and tradition have failed us, or at a minimum left us ill-
equipped to live as healthy Christ followers in this time and place.    

 
Today’s Scripture helps us in a few important ways. First, it points out that the Christ centered life is the 
connected life. And, second, that the connected life is a life of love that God has designed since the 
beginning of creation itself.  
 
** 
When we read the death and resurrection framing language that Paul used it is important to consider 
these metaphorical points in very practical terms and through personal developmental and spiritual 
growth lenses. In doing so we will learn over time that it is essential to let go of that which harms us in as 
much as it separates us from others and God. Paul went so far as to say this including harm and 
separation across religion, culture, and socio-economic standing. In every way, living the holy life is living 
the lovingly connected life. 
 
Interestingly, and telling as to why Christian religion is struggling so much in an increasingly diverse and 
globally connected world—this is a very different principled path of holiness than what some parts of 
Christian religion put forward as the best path of holiness. Some have taught that holiness is personal 
moral perfection including profound separateness from others.  
 
On a continuum, there are some who say you can achieve moral perfection this side of death and there 
are others who say you can never be perfect, but you simply need to try for all of your life anyway 
because the message inherent in this is that God will love you more, the more perfect you are. And, at 

																																																								
1 David Garland, Colossians/Philemon The NIV Application Commentary. Page 17.  



either end of this particular holiness theology continuum, perfection and performance against layers and 
layers of systematic and theological frameworks about God and the human experience are demanded 
with exacting precision and threat of exclusion. 
 
The problems here are many. At the risk of generalizing, the first would be the sense that you are being 
asked to live in a doom loop hamster wheel of never meeting God’s expectations nor one another’s 
approval. The second is that holiness framed in these terms makes an implicit commitment of the 
spiritual formation pathway to a meritocracy-reward-and-punishment-based understanding of God’s 
relationship to the creation.  
 
In contrast to this, the Covenant and pietistic formational practice of holiness that we talk about often 
around here seeks a different principled path that is summarized in one of the six statements we crafted 
together in our teaching series “Why We Gather.” 
 

Personal Transformation  
 

With God’s assisting presence we make a conscious effort to develop our own bodies, minds and 
spirits. We do this by transforming the separate self, balancing the inward and outward journeys, 
allowing failure and woundedness to be primary teachers, and accepting reality as paradoxical 
and complementary. 

 
Let me repeat one small part of this: We do this by transforming “the separate self”…What is the 
separate self? Jesus called the separate self our “old wineskin.”2 It’s our false ego that hates change and 
judges, splits, labels and locks down many things into unhelpful social contracts that were given to us by 
our cultural, family, and sometimes religious (or non-religious) groups, forged over time and for the 
purpose of boundarying ourselves or our group from others for either safety or superiority, or both.  
 
** 
Connectedness and inter-dependence are the formational standard and probably why, in Jesus’ ministry, 
he consistently invited people in and toward belonging. He would heal someone, and tell them to report 
to the local priests so they could return to the community. He would point out hypocrisy to hold the 
legalists at bay because legalists are always looking for ways to kick people out of community. In 
relationship to today’s Scripture and what Paul called “the old self and its practices”—Jesus recognized 
sin as its own punishment and admonished people to sin less to avoid its corrosive effects on their lives. 
And, here is the extra good news that’s captured nicely in a famous quote by Canadian artist Leonard 
Cohen: “There is a crack in everything, that’s how the light gets in.”3 With great irony, in Christ, holiness 
(on top of all that we have discussed) is a path that recognizes darkness, failure, relapse, woundedness 
and death as our primary teachers because they intensely invite us toward inter-dependence with God 
and one another. And, the glue that connects and holds Christ to us, and us to Christ and others is love.  
 
Three Discussion Questions: 
 

1. How do you understand the topic of holiness? (Personal sharing) 
 

2. How does today’s text wrestle with the difference between holiness as separateness and holiness 
and connectedness? (Exploring the text) 
 

3. What are some ways that you can ground yourself day to day in this practice of holiness as loving 
connectedness? (Direct application) 
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